Complete the sentences below, using a phrasal verb from the box in its correct form.

BLACK OUT - CALL OFF - CHEAT ON - COME BACK - COME UP WITH - COUNT ON - MOVE IN - OPEN UP - PULL THROUGH - PUT THROUGH - SEND OFF - SET ASIDE - SETTLE IN – STAND BY - STICK UP FOR - TALK DOWN TO

1. She __________________ when she hit the rock and couldn't remember how it happened.
2. The match was __________________ because of the transport strike.
3. You’re such a great friend. I know I can always __________________ you.
4. I need to __________________ some money, otherwise I won’t be able to pay the mortgage.
5. We are really best friends and __________________ each other when we get into trouble.
6. It took a long time for us to __________________ because we weren’t used to living in such a big house.
7. The doctors hope that the patient will __________________ after a complicated surgery.
8. After chatting for some time, he started to __________________ a bit and told me about his troubled childhood.
9. Mary discovered that her husband was __________________ her and filed for divorce.
10. After having lost the first two sets, he __________________ into the game managed to win in five sets.
11. My girlfriend __________________ with me after we had been together for over a year.
12. Can you ________________ me ________________ to the headmaster’s office? I really must speak to him.
13. The referee ________________ him ________________ after a brutal attack on the defender.
14. My boss is so arrogant. I can’t stand the way he ________________ the employees.
15. Even though I don’t earn that much I manage to ________________ a few dollars for hard times.
16. She was a good wife and __________________ her husband even when he was having an affair.
1. She **blacked out** when she hit the rock and couldn't remember how it happened.
2. The match was **called off** because of the transport strike.
3. You're such a great friend. I know I can always **count on** you.
4. I need to **come up with** some money, otherwise I won't be able to pay the mortgage.
5. We are really best friends and **stick up for** each other when we get into trouble.
6. It took a long time for us to **settle in** because we weren't used to living in such a big house.
7. The doctors hope that the patient will **pull through** after a complicated surgery.
8. After chatting for some time, he started to **open up** a bit and told me about his troubled childhood.
9. Mary discovered that her husband was **cheating on** her and filed for divorce.
10. After having lost the first two sets, he **came back** into the game managed to win in five sets.
11. My girlfriend **moved in** with me after we had been together for over a year.
12. Can you **put me through** to the headmaster's office? I really must speak to him.
13. The referee **sent** him **off** after a brutal attack on the defender.
14. My boss is so arrogant. I can't stand the way he **talks down to** the employees.
15. Even though I don't earn that much I manage to **set aside** a few dollars for hard times.
16. She was a good wife and **stood by** her husband even when he was having an affair.